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Ongoing AV research and development trials in Singapore 

 

NTU Autonomous Vehicle 

 

NTU Autonomous Vehicle is completely electric, 10‐passenger road vehicle, with fully automated driving capabilities. 

It has been designed to be cost effective, environmentally friendly and safe solution to solve the last mile problem; and 

ease traffic congestion in urban areas. Travelling on its own at the maximum speed of 12.5 mph, the shuttle carries 

people independently and do a proper obstacle detection and path planning with the help of four LIDARS and other 

on-board sensors. When users get on board the shuttle, they find a user interface offering the various stops the shuttle 

goes to. They select their destination on the screen, and the shuttle automatically sets off for it. The existing Vehicle is 

equipped with Lithium Iron phosphate batteries as ESS with energy density of 13.5kWh and takes maximum of 7 

hours to charge. As a part of NTU’s forefront research on electromobility, we now focus on the development and 

testing of various new charging technologies such as wireless induction, sensor co-ordination and new super capacitors 

for electric vehicles and reduce the charging time to 45 minutes. 

 

ST Kinetics TERRAV 

 

ST Kinetics had developed this Autonomous Unmanned Ground Vehicle (AUGV) based on Ford Everest Sport 

Utility Vehicle (SUV) with the goal to achieve autonomous navigation in urban traffic environment with the ability 

to handle moving vehicles and navigate itself safely in urban traffic environment. 
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We have customised a drive-by-wire for the Ford Everest, transforming the manually-driven vehicle it into an 

unmanned vehicle.  Perception sensors such as radar, laser scanners and camera are integrated on the vehicle to 

detect static obstacles and dynamic vehicles coming from different directions and distances.  

 

The AUGV had successfully performed autonomous urban navigation tests in a confined urban traffic circuit with 

moving vehicles to validate the traffic behaviours such as lane keeping, distance keeping, lane switching, junction 

negotiation and U-turn are well executed. 

 

We envisage that such an AUGV could find application in patrol and surveillance operation in an urban environment 

without a person at the driver seat. The technologies could be transited to develop a driverless transporter for first 

and last mile transport.  

 

SMART Shared Computer Operated Transport (SCOT) 

 
 
Our research focuses on using autonomous vehicles for Mobility on Demand to address the “first and last mile” 

problem. Most built-up cities have good transportation networks. What is lacking is getting from home to the start of 

the transportation network (the first mile) and from the end of the transportation network to the final destination (the 

last mile). Such a system will complement and encourage the use of public transport, and reduce the overall 

commuting time.  

SCOT, or Shared Computer Operated Transport, was officially launched in Jan 2014. Easily available off-the-shelf 

sensors and equipment were used to provide an electric car with autonomous capabilities.  

 

SCOT has the following features:  

1. Uses low cost sensors and relies more on algorithms  

2. Does not rely on GPS for navigation. Able to work in covered environments  

3. Sensors work well in poor lighting, or at night  

4. Obstacle detection using laser sensors  

5. Can be remotely summoned via a web booking system  

6. Dynamic Safety Zone (vehicle’s speed auto-adjusts based on the nearest obstacle)  

7. Dynamic obstacle avoidance  

SCOT is a collaborative project between the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology (SMART) and 

the National University of Singapore (NUS). The research is funded by the Singapore National Research Foundation 

(NRF) through SMART at the Campus for Research Excellence And Technological Enterprise (CREATE). 

 


